
Types of Intimacy Worksheet

Client name: Age:

Gender: Date:

Understanding intimacy

Intimacy is a multi-dimensional aspect of relationships that goes beyond physical closeness to 
include emotional, intellectual, experiential, and spiritual connections. This worksheet explores these 
dimensions to enhance your relationship's depth and fulfillment.

Emotional intimacy

A deep connection that allows you to share your feelings, thoughts, and experiences with another 
person openly and without fear of judgment.

1. How comfortable do you feel sharing your emotions with your partner/friends/family?

2. Can you recall a recent moment when you felt emotionally connected? Describe it.

Action steps

Intellectual intimacy

Connecting ideas, values, and discussions and allowing for an exchange of thoughts and knowledge 
that stimulates mutual growth.

1. Do you and your partner engage in conversations that challenge and inspire you?



2. What topics of conversation make you feel most connected?

Action steps

Physical intimacy

This includes both sexual and non-sexual physical connections that foster closeness and affection.

1. How satisfied are you with the level of physical touch in your relationship?

2. What non-sexual touch do you appreciate most?

Action steps

Experiential intimacy

Building a bond through shared activities and experiences, creating memories together.

1. What memorable experience have you shared recently with your partner?



2. Is there an activity you've always wanted to try together?

Action steps

Spiritual intimacy

Sharing a bond over beliefs, values, or a sense of meaning and purpose in life.

1. How do your beliefs and values align with those of your partner?

2. How do you express your spirituality or core values individually and together?

Action steps

Additional notes



Observations and recommendations

Follow-up plan


	Client name: Alex Myers
	Age: 32
	Gender: Male
	Action stepsRow1: - Practice being more open about my emotions, even uncomfortable ones, with close friends and family.
- Continue making time for intimate conversations with Sarah.
	Action stepsRow1_2: - Continue prioritizing intellectual exchanges by reading more and discussing thought-provoking topics
- Attend local lectures, exhibits, or events that could spark engaging conversations
	Action stepsRow1_3: - Commit to a weekly dates night, just the two of us, to reconnect physically
- Make more efforts for casual, affectionate touch like hugs, kisses, massages
	Action steps: - Plan a fun activity together every month, like the cooking class, hiking, attending a show/festival, etc.
- Look into taking a yearly vacation somewhere new to build fresh shared experiences
	Action steps_2: - Explore taking up a spiritual practice together like meditation
- Make more efforts to have values-based discussions about purpose, ethics, etc.
	Additional notes_2: Overall, Sarah and I have a strong intimate connection in most areas, though we could prioritize more quality time nurturing physical and experiential intimacy now that our kids are older.
	Observations and recommendations_2: The client seems to have a good overall grasp of the different intimacy domains and how to build them in his relationship, especially emotional, intellectual and spiritual intimacy. Main recommendations would be:

- Prioritize scheduled couple time for physical intimacy and new experiences
- Explore new bonding activities to build fresh shared meaning, like a spiritual practice
- Keep communicating openly and vulnerably to maintain emotional closeness
	Followup plan_2: Schedule a follow-up session in 2 months to review progress and provide additional guidance as needed.
	Date: May 23, 2024
	EI1: I'm generally comfortable sharing emotions with my wife Sarah, but I sometimes hold back with friends and family out of fear of being judged or appearing weak.
	EI2: Last week Sarah and I had a really open conversation about our hopes and fears around starting a family. We were both vulnerable sharing our feelings and it brought us closer.


	II1: Yes, Sarah and I love having deep discussions about philosophies, current events, books, etc. Our different perspectives help broaden each other's understanding.
	II2: Debates around ethical issues, analyzing works of art or literature, sharing new ideas we've learned
	PI1: Mostly satisfied, though our intimacy has declined a bit after having kids. We could use more non-sexual physical affection.
	PI2: Hugs, cuddling, holding hands, gentle caresses
	EI-11: A few months ago we took a camping trip in the mountains, our first time really unplugging and being in nature together in years. It was very rewarding quality time.
	EI-12: We've talked about taking a cooking class together to learn new recipes and skills.
	SI1: We share similar spiritual beliefs around there being a higher power/force, though we don't actively practice a specific religion. Our core values like integrity, compassion, and family are very aligned.
	SI2: Individually through practices like meditation, yoga, being in nature. Together through volunteering, ethical decisions, spiritual discussions.


